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Risk willingness questionnaire  

Knowledge and Experience  

1. Do you have knowledge and / or experience with the various forms of investing money? 

 None  

 Savings account (Bank or Life insurance)  

 Investment account (Life insurance)  

 Investment account (Bank)  

 Asset management  

2. What is the extent of your awareness of your income at? 

     Retirement   None       Reasonable   Good   

     Deceased      None      Reasonable    Good 

     Disability       None      Reasonable    Good  

3. To what extent do you track the events in the financial markets? 

  Never  

  Infrequently (at least once a month)  

  Frequently (at least once a week)  

4. To what level do you want to be advised if you purchase a financial product? 

  I require detailed advice  

  I require general advice  

  None, I trust my advisor  
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5. Are you familiar with any financial concepts, such as life insurance, annuities, disability insurance, pension plans, 
state pension, etc.? 

  Not  

  Moderate  

      Reasonable  

      Complete  

Risk tolerance  

6. To what extent is your current income sufficient for your lifestyle? 

  The income is more than enough, and I am able to save a great deal  

  The income is enough, and I am able to save some  

  The income is reasonable, but I am not able to save any  

  The income is insufficient  

7. To what extent are you dependent on the achievement of your most important financial goals? 

  Completely, I have no financial reserves  

  Not completely, I have some financial reserves  

  Not at all, I have ample financial reserves  

8. Can you live with financial risks? 

  I accept as little risk as possible  

  I accept risks, but I avoid major risks  

  I accept major risks  

9. Are you willing to reduce spending in the event of financial setbacks? 

  Yes, a great deal (e.g. sell house)  

  Yes, some (e.g. reduce the cost of living)  

  Yes, but very limited (e.g. reduce number of holidays)  

  No  

10. If you must make an investment decision, what considerations affect your decision? 

  The risks of the investment  

  The return of the investment  

  If the expected return outweighs the risks of the investment  
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Explanation risk profile  

Your risk willingness: Please specify if this risk profile is the same for all persons in 
the household. Elaborate on the investment horizon and other details  
 

 
 
 

Your knowledge and experience: Please indicate if there is little or much experience 
of financial matters within the household  

 
 

 
What is your attitude towards risks such as death, disability and unemployment? 
Please indicate your importance to continue living in this house if any of these risks 
occurs  

 


